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The Screwtape Letters Study Guide takes participants through a study of C.S. LewisÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

classic, The Screwtape Letters.   This Bible study digs deep into each letter from Screwtape, an

undersecretary in the lowerarchy of Hell, to his incompetent nephew Wormwood a junior devil.

Perfect for small group sessions this interactive workbook includes daily, individual study with a

complete answer guide available online. Designed as a 12-week study, multiple week format

options are also included.  The Screwtape Letters Study Guide features:  12 Week Bible study with

multiple week options included Interactive Workbook with daily study Study questions are ideal for

group discussion Answers to all questions included online Ideal for small groups or individual study 

Endorsement Vermilye walks the reader through each Screwtape letter and wisely ask questions to

bring out turns and twists in the thoughts and emotions that we each experience and that Lewis

wanted us to recognize.  Steven Urban PhD, Author of Mere Christianity Study Guide The
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Vermilye walks the reader through each Screwtape letter and wisely ask questions to bring out turns

and twists in the thoughts and emotions that we each experience and that Lewis wanted us to

recognize.Ã‚Â Steven Urban PhD,Ã‚Â Author of Mere Christianity Study Guide

Alan Vermilye has worked in Christian publishing for over 15 years with many top selling Bible study



authors as well as Christian musicians. He has helped create and market hundreds of published

Bible study projects including the Mere Christianity Bible Study Guide by Dr. Steven Urban. He is

the author of The Screwtape Letters Study Guide,Ã‚Â The Screwtape Letters Study Guide for

Teens and Screwtape Proposes a Toast Study Guide. He also created the very popular Big Shiny

Planet Bible Study Series used by thousands of church youth groups worldwide and helped

facilitate the creation and delivery of the Safe Travel Solutions security-training curriculum designed

for short-term mission teams traveling overseas.Ã‚Â Alan currently resides outside of Nashville,

Tennessee with his wife and four children.

This is an essential companion if you are reading the screwtape letters as a small group. Lets face

it, C.S. Lewis can be difficult to read, and without a guide everyone can miss so much. The

questions are both thoughtful and guide the discussion to keep your group moving forward. The

format it excellent with the various introduction summaries and having a lesson for each chapter

makes this very versatile.

We've been using this material for several weeks in our small group, and I'm surprised at how

elementary it is and frustrated by the questions which seem to repeat themselves in each lesson. I

understand he taught this material and developed it during his teaching, so it is credible, but it just

isn't well written. I think we get more of just reading the book and discussing ti's concepts. One thing

the guide does is offer back-up scripture and that's appreciated. This guide is too expensive for

what it offers.

The Sunday School class that I'm participating in is using this guide as a basic guide for the study of

the letters. Our class has a number of teachers and retired teachers as well as successful

businesspersons so the guide helps keep all of us on a level playing field and helps enliven the

depth and breadth of our discussions and learning opportunities.

I have been a fan/student of Screwtape Letters for many years. I regularly quote Screwtape in

sermons. I first read it as a new Christian my freshman year of college. In reading it through again,

alongside this new study guide I found it coming alive again, almost like the first time I read it

(almost 47 years ago). I am planning to take a group of men through it this summer and this study

guide will be used to stimulate the discussion.I heartily recommend Vermilye's study guide for a rich

experience with Screwtape . . . whether you are a newcomer to the book or a veteran like me.



This has been such a blessing for me in my ministry. It is always so relevant that we are facing

spiritual warfare in the ministry and in our lives, this study guide walks you through the Screwtape

Letters and reveals some of the hard to understand passages. It also creates a positive

reinforcement on fighting that Spiritual battle in life. Great read, great study guide!

Very insightful and helpful in understanding the key components of each letter. It really made me

feel like I had a companion to read the book with and give me another perspective into what he

content of the letters helped them to realize in their lives.

This was a gift. This book is a nice hard back, suitable for gift giving. It is light reading, easy to read

and enjoy and memorable.

We used this book for our Thirteen week study and found the questions thought provoking and an

excellent way to structure our weekly discussion. Having the answer guide available along with the

scriptural references aided in enriching the class understanding of where C.S. Lewis was going with

the letters. Since we recently studied two other C. S. Lewis books we had other points of view for

our discussion. This week we finish with the study using letter 31 and the Toast.
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